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Our Contributions to BRIC
Agenda:  
• Libraries & University background
• Team origin story
• Team development 
• What we’re doing now
• Where we’re headed
Target audience
• Getting started in research impact and bibliometrics work 
• Launching new services
• Interested in forming a research impact/bibliometrics team
• Developing or furthering relationships with subject/liaison librarians
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi everyone, I'm Emily Hart, the Science Librarian and research Impact Lead at Syracuse University Libraries. I’m excited to be joined by members of the Research Impact Team to tell you the story of how our new team came to be. We’ll also share some of what we’ve been doing, some things we’ve learned along the way, where we plan to go in the future, and a quick history of important changes that happened at our Libraries and University that led to the creation of our team. Before getting started, we wanted to say a BIG thank you to the organizers for hosting the conference...We’re very excited to be learning this week from some of the best in the field...and to have the opportunity to share OUR story.  We think our presentation will be especially relevant to those who are just getting started in research impact and bibliometrics...for anyone who’s interested in forming a research impact team or launching new services...and for those interested in capitalizing on subject librarian relationships and expertise.



University/Libraries’ Restructuring to Focus on Research

● Carnegie R1 designation in 2015
● Associate Deans for Research (ADRs) Leadership Group
● Initiatives to support & promote interdisciplinary research 
● Office/division restructuring 
● Office of Research – Proposal Support Services
● Internal grants
● Interdisciplinary research clusters
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To get started, here’s a little background on recent changes at the University and in the Libraries that led to the formation of our brand-new team. The development of our team came about in direct response to a University wide push to advance the research mission and reputation of the institution. In 2015, Syracuse University received Carnegie R1 status. This change helped invigorate efforts across campus geared towards establishing ourselves as a top tier research institution.  One important move was the development of an Associate Deans for Research (ADRs) Leadership group. While there were some ADR positions already in existence across campus, several positions were created or renamed so that they aligned with this peer group...including the Associate Dean for Research and Scholarship in the Libraries. The creation of this peer group has greatly improved communication about research directions and initiatives across campus. �Other initiatives included the development of interdisciplinary research clusters across campus, that have brought in new faculty, grad students, and post-docs...and the establishment of a competitive internal grants program that applicants can use for seed projects and research improvement, with ultimate the goal of helping SU researchers be more competitive for external funding. 



The Libraries’ Response

Ad Hoc Services
● Research Information Management (RIM) system, Experts@Syracuse (Est. 2016)
● Open access initiatives 
● Institutional repository promotion
● Collaborative work with Office of Research & Proposal Support Services
● Use of research & metrics tools to support researchers and University rankings 

(Scopus, Web of Science, Journal Citations Reports, Pure)  

Gradual move from ad hoc to holistic
● Libraries – Department of Research & Scholarship – Teams – Champions of initiatives

○ Digital & Open Scholarship Team
○ Research Impact Team
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Presentation Notes
Over the last few years, the Libraries have responded to the campus wide changes by developing new services, and re-invigorating existing work to better support researchers. Members of the Research Impact team, other subject librarians, and staff from across the Libraries have been involved with these initiatives for several years.  A few of these initiatives include establishing and supporting a Research Information Management System or RIM...we have used Pure since 2016..., engaging in outreach about open access and funder mandates including pushing for increased use of our institutional repository...using metrics from Pure, Scopus, Web of Science, and Journal Citation Reports to support researchers and the tenure and promotion process, and establishing strong relationships with our Office of Research on several fronts.   While the Libraries were making significant progress on these efforts, they were happening ad hoc, and taking up significant time in people’s jobs...Essentially these new thrust areas needed more attention, but lacked coordination and designated people to champion them.   Throughout this process, we’ve been very thankful for the guidance from our Associate Dean for Research & Scholarship, Scott Warren, and our Head of Collections and Research Services, Annie Rauh, who spearheaded many of the initiatives I mentioned...and had the vision and drive to push for formalizing efforts around research services, which lead to the eventual creation of our team. 



Department of Research and Scholarship
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Research Impact Team is a new group within the Libraries Department of Research & Scholarship, made up of 4 subject librarians. Our group is now one of 4 teams within the department, including Digital & Open Scholarship, Collections, and Instruction.  The teams have been in existence for about a year, and were formed based on individual’s interests and prior experiences. 



Research Impact Team
Overarching focus on supporting the University research enterprise at 
both the institutional and individual level.

● RIM System (Experts@Syracuse)
● Research Metrics Challenge
● Research impact related guides
● ORCID & other researcher profiles
● Funding discovery tools & outreach
● Systematic Reviews
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initially the Research Impact Team was charged with supporting existing services covered by subject librarians in the department, including: Co-managing, development, outreach, and programming around our RIM system, Experts@SyracuseCreating the next generation of the Research Metrics Challenge...which is a series of activities designed to help researchers maximize their visibility and impact of their works...the idea was based on the work of several other libraries) Managing resources & guides dedicated to research metrics, and setting up researcher profiles like ORCIDCollaborating with the Office of Research & Proposal Development Specialists on campus to help researchers finding funding opportunities and navigate the grants process...AND…Providing assistance with systematic reviews and other types of evidence synthesis In addition to the activities I mentioned, the large overarching charge for the team, is to support the research enterprise at the University and work towards enhancing the University’s research reputation. 



Year 1 – Team & Vision Building
● Basics – weekly meetings & shared working spaces
● Individual & shared brainstorming activities to define what our team 

encompasses and who our constituents are
● Team professional development & skill building
● Development of a team mission statement 
● Development of short and long-term goals
● Clifton Strengths Finder Workshop
● Defining services for different user groups
● Work with subject librarians

○ Base-level competencies
○ When to pass off to the Research Impact Team
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our team set off on our journey during the early stages of the pandemic with a vague notion of the services we’d be providing and broad goals. Although we’d already been doing some of the things...we had A LOT of work ahead of us to coordinate services and understand how the things we’d be doing aligned with the University’s larger research priorities. We also needed to bring individuals on our team up to speed on different research impact related concepts and tools.  So...how’d we do it?  First, we established the basics like a weekly virtual team meeting time and shared work spaces. It was especially helpful this year to plan for collaborative work time on projects during our regularly scheduled meetings, so that extra things weren’t being added to our already full plates.  Next, we engaged in several rounds of individual and team visioning activities, where we literally made flow charts and diagrams outlining things like who our constituents are...the services we were already providing...and where we wanted to go. We also looked at existing projects and services like Experts@Syracuse to think about whether we were using them to their full potential...and again, what we were doing currently and where we wanted to go.  Shared learning opportunities were important, because we each joined the team with different proficiencies and skill sets. One activity that we all found especially helpful, was taking the Clifton Strengths Finder survey and doing a follow-up workshop with HR, to learn about each other’s strengths.  Other things we tackled were a team mission statement to help us think about how our team activities and the Libraries’ vision aligned with the research goals of the University. We also developed short and long term goals for projects, and developed services and goals for different user groups, such as untenured faculty researchers.  Another important aspect was thinking about leveraging our expertise and campus relationships as subject liaisons. We discussed base level competencies for our team and our colleagues in the department of Research & Scholarship. Although we have a lot more work to do in this area, we started to map out what our colleagues should know about research impact and services like Experts@Syracuse to get people started, and when they should pass off to the Research Impact Team.  Next, my colleague Brenna is going to tell you a little more about the subject librarian role. 



Liaison Librarian Responsibilities
Assigned to work with students, faculty, and staff of academic 
departments in the areas of:
• Instruction

• Collection Development

• Research Consultations

• Outreach/Marketing & Engagement
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Presentation Notes
Hi, I’m Brenna Helmstutler, Librarian for the School of Information Studies. Before I discuss our strengths as liaison librarians in regards to research impact, I’d like to create some context by briefly reviewing the liaison librarian roles. These are our responsibilities with our assigned academic departments. We conduct specialized instruction and collection development, and we believe that the last two responsibilities, research consultations and outreach, marketing, and engagement are essential components in supporting research impact initiatives. We are experienced with managing the workflow of a consultation, and knowing how and when to market services to create interest based on a particular need.



Strengths as liaison librarians

•Varying research impact experience

•Collaboration

•Departmental (schools/colleges): 
expertise, research needs, connections 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also have varying research impact experience within our team, which enables us to share and develop competencies together in the spirit of collaboration. Our departmental liaison expertise, knowledge of research needs, and connections made as a result of the outreach, marketing & engagement we regularly do within our departments supports the initiatives we have as a team to work across campus.�



Team Subject Areas of 
Responsibility
Emily Hart: Biology, Chemistry, Communication Sciences and 
Disorders, Forensic Sciences, Mathematics, Neuroscience, Physics and 
Astronomy, Psychology

Brenna Helmstutler: Library Science, Information Technology

Anita Kuiken: Exercise Science, Human Development and Family 
Science, Marriage and Family Therapy, Public Health, Social Work, Sport 
Management, Food Studies & Nutrition

Stephanie McReynolds: Business, Management, & Entrepreneurship
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are our academic departmental areas of responsibility, which are within the social science and science disciplines.

http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/sub-biology
http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/sub-chemistry
http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/commsci
http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/forensics
http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/math1
http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/Neuroscience
http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/physics1
http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/psychology
https://researchguides.library.syr.edu/library_science
https://researchguides.library.syr.edu/sub-infotech
https://researchguides.library.syr.edu/exercise_science
http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/family
http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/family
https://researchguides.library.syr.edu/publichealth
http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/sub-swk
http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/sportmanagement
http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/food_studies
http://researchguides.library.syr.edu/business


Interfacing with liaison librarian 
colleagues

•Workshops

•Research Metrics Challenge pilot

•Liaison librarian involvement in queries

•Research & Scholarship meetings
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Presentation Notes
In addition to our strengths, it is essential to collaborate with our liaison librarian colleagues to keep them informed and knowledgeable, and also seek their expertise as we work with departments outside of ours. We have conducted workshops in a “train the trainer” format, we piloted a Research Metrics challenge pilot (a 4 week challenge with research impact tasks that we subsequently launched for faculty), and they are included in queries and meetings we hold with faculty, students, or staff from their subject areas.



Inferfacing with campus 1/2

Office of Research
• Institutional Research
• Research Development Group
• Proposal Support Services
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The team also collaborates with units on campus who interface with faculty and department, school, and college administrators. To date, most of our collaborations and discussions have occurred with the units in the Office of Research. Emily and I have met with Institutional Research to discuss how their work in university rankings informs our initiatives with faculty research reputation and productivity. As Research Impact Lead, Emily is part of a group of research and proposal directors representing schools and colleges across campus. Proposal Support Services has been a robust source of collaboration, as they co-manage Experts@Syracuse (Pure) with the Libraries.



Interfacing with Experts
•Libraries

-graduate student employee
-research guide on profile management

•Experts@Syracuse Initiatives

-Organizing reporting knowledge base: clusters*, templates

-Establishing the BioInspired Institute

-Adding Experts API access for BioInspired faculty webpages

-Creating Writing, Rhetoric, and Composition profiles

*Clusters are faculty hired at the same time, from multiple disciplines, to work on similar research initiatives
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In regards to the Libraries role in supporting Experts, I supervise a graduate student employee who conducts Experts as well as Research Impact Team projects and with her help, created a research guide for Experts profile management. Some of the projects that have been accomplished include development of a reporting knowledge base, setup of an institute in Experts, and created API access using Experts data to populate equipment information on their department website. Profiles were also created and populated for a department in the Humanities. We plan to build on these projects as we continue our collaborative efforts and further develop our strengths as a team. Next, Anita will further discuss our outreach, education, and marketing initiatives.



Programming & Promotion

Knowledge development, 
programming, outreach, 
and promotion happened 
simultaneously

Image by Kyle Klein Photography, Creative Commons License CC BY-ND 2.0 Location: 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/masstravel/30219959601
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Hi, I’m Anita Kuiken, librarian to Falk College of Sport & Human Dynamics. I liaise to disciplines in the social sciences and health sciences. As Brenna mentioned with Experts, SU’s instance of Pure, the Research Impact Team has harnessed the work that liaison librarians had previously participated in across the research impact spectrum to further develop a knowledge base and educational programming for both inside and outside SU libraries. To promote our work as we develop and keep conversations going across campus beyond the established partnerships that Brenna mentioned, we collaborated with our Marketing & Communications department to create and execute a baseline marketing strategy for this first year.In effect, knowledge development, programming, outreach, and promotion, happened simultaneously in a “we’re building the plane as we fly” kind of way. [next slide]�



Baseline Marketing strategy:

• Repackaged SUL’s Research Metrics Challenge
• Research Services web page
• Social Media promotions
• Research Impact Team video
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of our first steps in developing a baseline Marketing strategy, involved harnessing a previously developed asset - our version of the Research Metrics Challenge, an outreach program that opened conversations with SU students, faculty, and staff in the sciences and social sciences around the tools used in compiling useful metrics that represent their research, how web-based profiling tools can influence or amplify scholarly impact, and how metrics shape the research landscape for individuals and institutions. Because COVID quarantining presented serious challenges for all of us in Spring 2020, The Research Impact Team edited the Research Metrics Challenge to be self-paced, added COVID-related content, and had our marketing team promote anew. Once we defined our team services, we created a “Research Services” web page in collaboration with our Digital and Open Scholarship Team, because some of the work that we do with data and open access overlaps with the work that they do. Together, we structured our services alongside the research process, highlighting specific services at each step of the way. To field questions from the campus community, we created a team email box and a rotation schedule for further support. Additionally, we developed a social media campaign to be utilized by our marketing department. This included collecting usable hashtags and a series of pre-developed posts that could be used as marketing saw fit.Lastly, we’re in the midst of creating a Research Impact Team video that will promote our services to faculty over the summer months. [next slide]�

https://researchguides.library.syr.edu/rmc
https://library.syr.edu/services/research.php


Educational Programming

• Research Metrics Challenge
• iScholars presentation
• Learn AT SUL session
• Funding Opportunities & Research Reputation 

presentations for STEM grad students & Post-docs
• Humanities focused research metrics, research 

profiles, and research reputation presentation for 
Language, Literature, & Linguistics Dept. & Arts & 
Sciences ADR (next week)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marketing and educational programming go hand-in-hand. We created a marketing strategy, but at the end of the day, you need to have something to market! I’ll be talking about the things we did in this first year and then I’ll turn things over to my colleague, Steph, who will share what’s in store for the future.As I mentioned earlier, we repackaged and updated our Research Metrics Challenge to be used independently.We sought opportunities to start articulating what it is that we do as a Research Impact Team. Whether it was by design or happenstance (we’re not really sure! Because some of us are new and maybe just a little apprehensive about talking out loud about all of this), we first presented internally and informally to students in our iScholars program. The iScholars are our iSchool grad students who work in the libraries to help us deliver information literacy sessions to undergraduate students across campus.Next we developed and presented for our Learn AT Syracuse University Libraries program, a series of information literacy workshops designed to reach students & faculty outside the curriculum. Our session titled Researcher Profiles, Metrics, and More with the Libraries’ Research Impact Team,  targeted grad students and faculty interested in joining us in conversation around our research impact services - open access, research metrics, researcher profiles, and grant searching, in particular.Since then, our conversations have gained momentum. We find ourselves reaching more audiences about finding funding opportunities, educating on topics in research reputation, and guiding faculty in choosing the right journal to publish their manuscript. In the near term, we are excited to be turning our focus toward the humanities as we present to our Language, Literature, & Linguistics Department and the Associate Dean of Research of Arts & Sciences about humanities focused research metrics & reputation management. It is our hope that this sustained low-intensity mix of outreach and programming will fuel interest in the programming and activities we envision for the future. My colleague Steph will let you know more about that...take it away, Stephanie! �

https://video.syr.edu/media/t/1_a55i6gzl


On the Horizon: New Research Guides

• Social Sciences & Humanities Research Metrics Guide

• Systematic Reviews Guide

• Finding Appropriate Journals for Publication Guide

• Finding Funding Opportunities & Awarded Grants Guide

• Responsible Research Assessment Guide
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Steph:Hi, I’m Stephanie McReynolds. I also go by Steph. I am the Business, Management, and Entrepreneurship Librarian at Syracuse University Libraries.Our team has several exciting plans for the future. We plan to take what we already know (since a few of us are liaison librarians to the social sciences) and what we are learning about social sciences and humanities research metrics needs from the conversations we are having with a few departments, as well as the liaison librarians for those departments, and combine that with our team’s expertise to develop a Social Sciences and Humanities Research Metrics Guide.Anita and Emily are using the systematic reviews experience and expertise they developed in their liaison librarian roles to create a Systematic Reviews Guide. Our team will then coordinate with other colleagues in our department to develop a process or workflow, and a policy, that allows liaison librarians to take on systematic review work, if they choose to do so, while also protecting their time and making sure they get the credit they deserve for the substantial effort that a systematic review entails.Our team also plans to develop a guide for Finding Appropriate Journals for Publication, as well as a guide for Finding Funding Opportunities & Awarded Grants.I plan to develop a responsible research assessment guide. Our team hopes this guide will serve as a starting point to advocate for the responsible use of research metrics at Syracuse University. I really hope that responsible research assessment becomes what we do, in all of our research impact work. I am also planning to help grow my own, and our team’s (as well as other liaison librarians’), understanding of how responsible research assessment relates to equity, diversity, accessibility, and inclusion, which are principles we as librarians, as well as our campus have committed to. This is important, as I think that responsible research assessment may help to further efforts to create a more equitable and inclusive research community.NEXT SLIDE



On the Horizon: New Reporting Services

Standardized and Custom Research Metrics Reports for:
• Clusters* and Institutes

• Departments and Schools/Colleges

Identifying Trends in Research Productivity & Collaboration 
Across Campus

Comparative Benchmarking of SU & Peer Institutions
*Clusters are faculty hired at the same time, from multiple disciplines, to work on similar research initiatives.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steph:The reports Emily and Brenna have been creating for the Bioinspired Institute (which is a relationship that grew out of Emily’s liaison role as Science Librarian) will form the basis for standardized reports that we can create for clusters, institutes, departments, schools and colleges. We will offer custom reporting services as well.Further down the line, we plan to identify and report on trends in research productivity and collaboration across our campus.We have already begun discussions to gain a better understanding of the benchmarks that are currently used to compare SU to peer institutions. We hope to develop reporting in this area too.Our reporting services are likely to become increasingly relevant to researchers and to our fellow liaison librarians, as the University recently rolled out a new faculty reporting form that includes a research metrics requirement, and the University is currently considering a new faculty reporting system.NEXT SLIDE



On the Horizon: Education & Outreach

• Recording Webinars/Tutorials

• Developing Standard Set of Customizable Presentations

• Creating Self-Paced Learning Opportunities

• Creating Team Brochure for New Faculty

• Making Connections & Having Conversations with 
Researchers and Departments About Their Needs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steph:Anita already covered the education and outreach efforts we have been working on. We will continue to build upon these efforts. Our goal here is to work towards standardization and reproducibility as a way to make good use of our time, while also broadening our reach. We plan to create sessions that can be recorded and shared, or adapted by liaison librarians to deliver in other settings.For example, we plan to develop Experts@Syracuse presentation materials that liaison librarians may customize to deliver to their own liaison departments. We want our colleagues to feel empowered to conduct research impact programming, but also have the option to simply share a previously recorded presentation. As busy liaison librarians ourselves, we appreciate having both options.Keeping faculty time and schedules in mind, we hope to develop more self-paced learning (like the Research Metrics Challenge) that may be used independently of reaching out for one-on-one guidance.We are also working with our marketing department to create a brochure about our team services for new faculty.Having these ready-to-go resources will allow us to continue to put our time towards (along with our fellow liaison librarians) making connections and having conversations with researchers, departments, and schools so we can learn more about their needs and adapt our services accordingly.NEXT SLIDE



On the Horizon: Needs Assessment

• Faculty Focus Groups

• Interviews with Associate Deans for Research, 

Department Chairs, and Research Support Staff

• Understanding Tenure & Promotion Requirements, 

Process, and Timelines
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Steph:In the future, we plan to deepen our understanding of research metrics and reporting needs by conducting a more formal needs assessment, which may include the following:Leading faculty focus groups; Conducting interviews with Associate Deans for Research, department chairs, and research support staff; and Gaining a better understanding of the tenure and promotion requirements, process, and timelines at the University, school/college, and department level.Throughout this process, we will continue to leverage our own (and our colleagues) insights, expertise, and connections as liaison librarians. We plan to involve other liaison librarians in our department to whatever extent their interest and workloads allow.All of this work and these plans will support our team’s broader goal of furthering the research conducted at Syracuse University by helping researchers, departments, and schools contextualize and tell the story of their research impact.I think Emily will wrap up our talk now with a few words.



Team Mission (Version 1) 
The Research Impact Team is a group of librarians in Syracuse University 
Libraries’ Department of Research and Scholarship, who work extensively 
with individuals during the creation, publication, and dissemination phases of 
research. The Team's activities are centered around understanding the 
impact of scholarly and creative works produced by researchers at the 
University and advocating for the responsible assessment and promotion of 
those works. To accomplish this, the Team collaborates with departments, 
colleges, institutes, and offices across campus to understand research 
trends and support research infrastructure, with a goal of continually 
improving the research reputation of the University. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emily: I mentioned briefly that we developed a mission statement and researched how our activities aligned with the Libraries and the University’s research priorities. We haven’t made this publicly available, but think that its helpful in illustrating some of our major priorities and where we hope to go in the future. 



Questions & Follow-up

Please reach out to us if you have follow-up questions or 
would like to connect with us! 

Contact us at riteam@syr.edu
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please reach out to us if you have follow-up questions or would like to connect on any of the topics we discussed. We’re semi-new to the research impact/bibliometrics community, and would love to talk with you!  Contact us at riteam@syr.edu 

mailto:riteam@syr.edu
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